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The present paper is devoted to mathematical description of the vascular network response to local pertur-
bations in the cellular tissue state, being one of the basic mechanisms controlling the inner environment of
human body. Keeping in mind individual organs we propose a model for distributed self-regulation of living
tissue, which is regarded as an active hierarchical system without any controlling center. This model is based
on the self-processing of information about the cellular tissue state and cooperative interaction of blood vessels
governing redistribution of blood flow over the vascular network. The information self-processing is imple-
mented via mass conservation, i.e., conservation of blood flow as well as special biochemical compounds
called activators transported by blood. The cooperative interaction of blood vessels stems from the response of
individual vessels to activators in blood flowing through them. The general regularities are used to specify the
vessel behavior. The arterial and venous beds are considered to be individually of the tree form. The con-
structed governing equations are analyzed numerically. In particular, first, we show that the blood perfusion
rate approximately �in the analyzed case within 10% accuracy� depends only on the local concentration of
activators in the cellular tissue. It is due to the hierarchical structure of the vascular network rather than the
ideal behavior of individual vessels accepted previously. Second, we demonstrate the distinction between the
reaction thresholds of individual vessels and that of the vascular network as a whole. The latter effect is the
cause for introducing the notion of activators instead of using such quantities as temperature in describing the
living tissue self-regulation.
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I. INTRODUCTION: LIVING TISSUE
SELF-REGULATION PROBLEM

Living multicellular organisms can persist only when their
internal temperature, oxygen concentration, glucose level,
etc. are in certain tolerance zones, giving rise to a large num-
ber of mechanisms controlling these conditions �see, e.g.,
�1��. When one of such quantities deviates from its normal
value and comes close to the boundary of the tolerance zone,
the organism has to respond in some way preventing a fur-
ther variation of this quantity. Biochemical compounds �oxy-
gen, nutrients, etc.� required by cells for their life are trans-
ported by blood flow through the vessel system �vascular
network�. Simultaneously, blood flow withdraws products of
their life activity, e.g., carbon dioxide. Let us assume that, for
instance, under some circumstances cells in a certain region
of a given organ consume an increased amount of oxygen
and nutrients. Then, if this region is small enough in com-
parison with the whole organism blood flow through it just
has to grow to maintain the internal environment of the cel-
lular tissue at the appropriate level. This effect will be re-
ferred to as the vascular network response to local variations
in the state of cellular tissue.

For the further discussion it is necessary to introduce the
notion of blood perfusion or, more rigorously, the blood per-
fusion rate ��r� at a given point r in the following way. We

single out all the smallest arteries leading directly to the cap-
illary network, i.e., all the arterioles. Then the tissue space is
divided into the collection of disjoint domains �elementary
domains� �Qc� such that these domains together form the
tissue space and each of them contains just one arteriole. The
given construction enables us to regard an elementary do-
main Qc as the tissue region supplied directly by the corre-
sponding arteriole c with the required biochemical com-
pounds. We note that the elementary domain introduced in
this way has some analogy to the Krogh cylinder used in
modeling gas transport in biological organisms �see, e.g.,
�2��. By definition, the blood perfusion rate � ascribed to a
given elementary domain is the amount of blood entering
this domain through its arteriole per unit time and divided by
its volume. If blood flow is distributed homogeneously on
scales of one elementary domain, then we can regard the
blood flow rate as a certain continuous field ��r�.

We consider the response of the vascular network to be
perfect if every cell is supplied with such an amount of oxy-
gen and nutrients that is strictly necessary for its current
activity. As a result, if the functioning of a certain tissue
region has changed and cells in it need an increased amount
of oxygen and nutrients, then the vascular network with per-
fect behavior is able to deliver the required biochemical
compounds to this region in such a manner that blood flow at
the other points of cellular tissue not be disturbed at all.
However, this requirement is not trivial in the implementa-
tion because for blood flow to grow in a certain arteriole it
also has to change in larger arteries leading to the given one.
In the general case, this blood flow variation in turn induces
perturbations of blood flow through the whole vascular net-
work and, as a results, in the other arterioles, neighboring
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and distant ones. Thereby, the vascular network responding
to the local need of cells at one point can disturb the func-
tioning of cellular tissue at all its other points, which is il-
lustrated in Fig. 1. This effect, in principle, can give rise to
an erratic behavior of the organ as a whole and, thus, should
be depressed. Thus, for the vascular network to respond per-
fectly some mechanism governing the blood flow redistribu-
tion over it is necessary.

Since there are no special centers controlling blood flow
redistribution on scales of individual organs, their regulation
can be implemented only via a cooperative interaction be-
tween all its elements. The latter feature allows us to call
such regulation processes distributed self-regulation.

Up to now specific mechanisms by which the distributed
self-regulation arises are far from being understood well. In
order to construct an appropriate model for the distributed
self-regulation two aspects must be elucidated. The first one
is the self-processing of information because none of the
blood vessels possesses the complete information about the
state of the corresponding organ. Moreover, each vessel re-
ally needs only a piece of information required for its indi-
vidual functioning. For example, the root artery of a given
organ “has nothing to do” with the information about the
functioning of a small group of its cells, whereas for an
arteriole directly supplying the cells of its elementary do-
main with nutrients the information about the state of the
organ as a whole is redundant. The second aspect concerns
the cooperative mechanism governing the blood flow redis-
tribution over the vascular network. None of the vessels con-
trol individually blood flow even through itself; responding
to the appropriate information it can only dilate or constrict
to change its hydrodynamic resistance to blood flow. So the
required redistribution of blood flow must be a cumulative
effect of their individual actions.

Previously Lubashevsky and Gafiychuk �3–5� proposed a
model for the self-regulation of living tissue based on two
features. The first one is the hierarchal self-processing of the

information about the system state implemented via conser-
vation of blood flow and the corresponding flow of thermal
energy or biochemical compounds caused by the life activity
of cells. The second one is the individual response of vessels
to the blood temperature or the concentration of these life
active products in blood flow going trough them. It has been
found that there are special conditions under which the living
tissue self-regulation is perfect.

Unfortunately, the created model for perfect self-
regulation requires an ideal behavior of blood vessels, that is,
it holds only within the ideal limit of the vascular network
response to local perturbations. In particular, in this limit, the
hydrodynamic resistance of vessels to blood flow has to be-
come zero, for example, at some value of the blood tempera-
ture. So in reality, it cannot take place, and which properties
of this model will hold beyond the scope of the assumption
about the ideal vessel behavior has been an open problem.
The purpose of the present paper is to develop a model for
living tissue self-regulation that does not use this restrictive
assumption.

In what follows we will deal mainly with the vascular
network response. So to explain the meaning of the further
constructions and their relationship with the description of
living tissue self-regulation, let us—by way of example—
touch on the bioheat transfer problem.

The temperature distribution T�r , t� in living tissue
heated, for instance, by some external sources is governed by
two factors. One of them is the heat diffusion through the
cellular tissue. The other can be explained in the following
simplified way. Blood in relatively large vessels moves fast
enough, so that the heat exchange between it and the cellular
tissue is ignorable. Only when blood gets small arterioles
and capillaries this heat exchange becomes substantial. As a
result, via the arterial bed blood with the body core tempera-
ture Ta�36.6 °C enters the capillary network located in the
heated region, where its temperature quickly equilibrates
with the temperature T of the surrounding cellular tissue and,
then, it leaves the heated region via the venous bed again
without heat interaction with the cellular tissue. This process
is effectively described by heat sink with intensity propor-
tional to the blood perfusion rate � �6�.

When the tissue temperature comes close to the boundary
�T�45 °C of the tolerance zone, the blood flow rate � has
to grow substantially to prevent further temperature increase,
which observed, in particular, for the skin and muscle �7�, the
ear chamber �8�, the prostate �9,10�, and the tongue �11�. To
take into account this effect in modeling heat transfer in liv-
ing tissue, it is natural to presume the existence of a certain,
may be, functional relationship

� = ��T� �1�

between the blood perfusion rate and the temperature field
T�r , t�. The relationship written in the form of local function
�=��T� is widely used in modeling hyperthermia treatment
�see, e.g., �11–15��. In the frameworks of the ideal vessel
behavior �3–5� dependence �1�, in fact, takes the form of a
local function �=��T� and exhibits strong growth as the tis-
sue temperature comes close to the boundary of the tolerance
zone, T→�T. Namely, for Ta�T��T,

FIG. 1. �Color online� Illustration of interference in the cell
functioning caused by the hierarchical structure of the vascular net-
work; intensification of the region 1 activity requiring blood flow to
be increased disturbs the blood flow rate in region 2. By thick
arrows we note the path on the vascular network with increased
blood flow rate, the vessel with the induced decrease in the blood
flow rate is marked by dashed arrow, and thin arrows are used to
show the vessels with unperturbed blow flow.
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� = �0
�T − Ta

�T − T
, �2�

where �0 is the blood perfusion rate under the normal con-
ditions, T=Ta. Dependence �2� enables us to regard the quan-
tity �T as a certain threshold of the living tissue reaction to
increase in the tissue temperature, because in its proximity
the growth of the blood perfusion rate becomes strongly pro-
nounced. The ideal behavior of individual vessels is dis-
cussed in detail in Sec. III; here, we just claim that the quan-
tity �T is also the threshold of individual vessel response by
the same reasons. However, experiments conducted on ther-
moregulation in the canine prostate �9,10� demonstrated that
the spatial gradient of tissue temperature plays a significant
role when the temperature becomes higher than 41 °C. It
poses questions as to whether a local dependence ��T� holds
for high values of the tissue temperature and what conditions
are necessary for this dependence to come into being.

Leaping ahead we note that the living tissue self-
regulation has turned out to be approximately perfect due to
the hierarchical structure of the vascular network rather than
the used assumption about the vessel behavior. So this prop-
erty practically holds also beyond the ideal limit. Neverthe-
less when, for example, the tissue temperature comes close
to the boundary of tolerance zone, the relationship between
the blood perfusion rate and the temperature demonstrates
nonlocal effects. In contrast, the reaction thresholds of indi-
vidual vessels and that of living tissue as a whole become
different beyond the scope of the ideal limit. As a result the
tissue temperature turns out not to be a proper variable gov-
erning explicitly the vessel behavior.

The further structure of the paper is as follows. Section II
discusses some facts of human physiology playing the key
role in constructing the model. Section III presents in detail
the basic features of the distributed self-regulation and ex-
plains the difference between the model at hand and the
model with the ideal vessel behavior. Section IV just formu-
lates the model under consideration. Section V describes the
results obtained by numerical solution of the developed
model using the algorithm presented in Appendix B. Finally,
Section VI summarizes the key points of the present paper as
well as discusses possible generalizations.

II. PHYSIOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

To justify the key points of the model to be developed let
us note the relevant properties of the human physiology re-
ferring mainly to textbook �16� with respect to the general
features.

A. Architecture of vessel network

When an organ of human body is active and its tissue
needs a greatly increased supply of nutrients, blood flow can
locally grow by 20 or 30 times. In contrast, the heart nor-
mally cannot increase its cardiac output more than four to
seven times greater than when it is at rest. So, dilating or
constricting, the blood vessels of each organ have to control
locally blood flow at the required level.

Figure 2 exhibits the distribution of blood pressure over

the vessels of systemic circulation, which can be classified
into “conveying” and “delivering” types �18�. The large ves-
sels, making up the conveying type, maintain a constant
value of the mean blood pressure inside the large arteries and
damp pressure pulsations via the special mechanism based
on the baroreceptors located in the artery walls. As a result,
at the entrance to the delivering circulation system of indi-
vidual organs the blood pressure can be considered as being
fixed if the whole organism is not under extreme conditions.

Below the circulation system of an organ comprising
small arteries and veins, arterioles and venules together with
capillary network will be referred to as a microcirculatory
bed. As seen in Fig. 2 the main decrease in the blood pres-
sure falls on the small arteries and arterioles and the blood
pressure drop is rather uniformly distributed over many ves-
sels of different lengths. Thereby the net resistance of a mi-
crocirculatory bed to blood flow is determined by all its ar-
teries and arterioles rather than vessels of one fixed length.

In general, each artery entering an organ branches six to
eight times before the arteries become small enough to be
called arterioles, then the arterioles themselves branch two to
five times before supplying blood to the capillaries. The ar-
teries and arterioles are highly muscular and their lumen di-
ameters can change many-fold. The branching of these de-
livering vessels is rather symmetric; the daughter arteries of
a mother artery are typically of the same size and form simi-
lar angles with the parent vessel.

Microcirculatory beds are typically arranged in a space-
filling manner such that the terminal arterioles and venules
be distributed in the tissue uniformly. Besides, rather often
the layout of their arterial and venous networks is mainly
made up of the countercurrent pairs consisting individually
of an artery and vein located in space in close proximity to
each other. Figure 3 illustrates this countercurrent vessel ar-
rangement. Possible mechanisms of such a pattern formation
are discussed, in particular, in �20�.

B. Mechanisms of the tissue self-regulation

To illustrate the state of art we discusses the tissue self-
regulation mainly in the brain. In this organ the tissue inner

FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of the blood pressure distribution
over the vessels of systemic circulation and the roles that various
groups of vessels play in blood flow distribution �after �17� with
some modification�.
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environment should be controlled by blood flow most effec-
tively and its mechanisms have attracted much attention dur-
ing the last decade �for a review, see �21–24��.

There is a lot of evidence that the regulation of cerebral
circulation is highly localized and cannot be governed solely
by the products of tissue metabolism �review �25� and refer-
ences therein�. For example, during the local activation of a
small region of the brain the corresponding increase in the
blood perfusion rate is caused by the dilation of not only
small arterioles in it but also relatively large pial arteries that
supply directly the activated region with blood �26–28�. On
one hand, exactly these arteries offer the greatest resistance
to flow and, consequently, are the main site of flow control
�29�. On the other hand, the dilated pial arteries lay outside
the activated region and, thus, cannot be affected directly by
biochemical products of cell activity in it. Thereby, other
mechanisms should also contribute to the blood flow regula-
tion. The main hypothesis about these mechanisms noted in
many textbooks �e.g., �16�� is based on the release of vasodi-
lator substances such as nitric oxide �NO� by the cells of
artery walls. Rapid blood flow through the arteries and arte-
rioles causes shear stress on their cells, inducing the release
of NO and finally the vessel dilation. The upstream propaga-
tion of this dilation is assumed to be conducted by the cell-
to-cell interaction �through homocellular gap junctions with
the ions Ca2+ playing the key role� or just the effect of the
successive blood pressure redistribution �e.g., �21��. Yet
these models are rather far from being verified well in vivo
�24�, and other mechanisms are under discussion �in particu-
lar, �30–34��. Moreover, even the fact of observing in vivo
upstream coupled waves of Ca2+ and arteriolar dilation �35�
poses a question as to how these waves propagating in both
the directions along the arteries pass the points of vessel
branching and transfer the information about the cellular tis-
sue states.

The upstream artery dilation can be alternatively caused
by artery-vein interaction; for a review, see �36� and, in par-
ticular, paper �37� comparing several possible mechanisms
with each other as well as work �38� studying this phenom-
enon in the brain. The main idea is that the downstream
transport of biochemical substance with blood flow going
through the vein network gives rise to an effective upstream
processing of information about the cellular tissue state. The
exchange of biochemical compounds between arteries and
veins forming countercurrent vessel pairs was assumed to

arise via diffusion through the surrounding cellular tissue,
being justified theoretically �39,40�.

Neural stimuli should also contribute to the local regula-
tion of blood flow. In the brain the neural mechanisms of the
blood flow regulation are due to the neurovascular units
�41–43�. Roughly speaking, the neurovascular unit consists
of vessels of microcirculation, interneurons, and astrocytes.
Interneurons give rise to short pathways between the tissue
cells in the activated region and vessels supplying it with
blood. Astrocytes together with interneurons affect the
muscles of vessel wall causing dilation or contraction �for
details, see �44� and references therein�.

The model to be developed actually combines the coun-
tercurrent artery-vein interaction and the neural mechanism
of local blood flow regulation �Fig. 4�. It assumes that the
products of cell activity, for example, CO2, H+, and bioactive
substances, including the ions Ca2+, NO, etc., are accumu-
lated in the cellular tissue and then with blood enter the vein
bed. Below these biochemical substances will be called acti-
vators. Receptors embedded into the vein walls detect the
concentration � of the activators in blood flow going
through the corresponding veins. Then the “reading” of the
receptors are transferred by the neural mechanism to the ar-
teries coupled with these veins, which determines the degree
of the artery dilation or contraction. It should be noted that
the substance diffusion between the nearest artery and vein
can also imitate the action of these receptors.

The next section demonstrates that the proposed mecha-
nism does give rise to the required upstream response of the
arteries to the disturbance in the inner tissue environment.
Moreover, if this response could be caused by the upstream
propagation of some biochemical substance along the arter-
ies that obey conservation at the branching points of the
artery tree, then the developed model could also allow for
this mechanism after minor modification.

III. FUNDAMENTALS OF DISTRIBUTED
SELF-REGULATION

The two main aspects of distributed self-regulation, i.e.,
the information self-processing and the vessel response

FIG. 3. �Color online� Illustration of the vascular network layout
made up of the countercurrent pairs. The figure exhibits the rat renal
vasculature reconstructed from computer tomography images �after
�19�, used with permission�.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Schematic illustration of physiological
processes used in contracting the developed model.
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mechanism governing their cooperative interacting in gov-
erning blood flow will be discussed individually.

A. Information self-processing

Figure 5 illustrates the implementation of the self-
processing of information about the states of living tissue.
Let the activators be uniformly distributed in the domains Q1
and Q2 individually with concentrations �1 and �2, respec-
tively. So the values �1 and �2 characterize the states of the
living tissue in these domains and should determine the re-
sponse of arteries a1 and a2 directly supplying the tissue
domains Q1 and Q2 with blood transporting oxygen and nu-
trients. Draining the given domains via the capillary network
being in local quasiequilibrium with the surrounding tissue
gives rise to the same values of the activator concentrations
in veins v1 and v2 forming the countercurrent pairs with the
arteries a1 and a2. The mass conservation at the shown
branching points reads

J12 = J1 + J2, �3�

J12�12 = J1�1 + J2�2, �4�

where J1, J2, and J12 are the blood flow rates in these vessels.
Whence, it follows that the concentration of activators in the
parent vein v12 being equal to

�12 =
J1�1 + J2�2

J1 + J2
�5�

is the mean values of the activator concentration in the joint
domain Q12=Q1�Q2 supplied with blood directly by the
pair of the artery a12 and the vein v12. In this averaging the
individual blood flow rates J1 ,J2 play role of the weight
coefficients. Thereby, the activator concentration �12 is ex-
actly the quantity characterizing the state of the living tissue
domain Q12 as a whole and required for the parent artery a12
to respond properly to variations in the state of living tissue
in Q12.

Generalizing this analysis and assuming the mass conser-
vation to hold at all the branching points of the vein bed, we
can write

�v =
1

Jv
�
c�v

�cJc, Jv = �
c�v

Jc, �6�

where �v and Jv are the concentration of activators and the
blood flow rate at a given vein v and the sum runs over all

the venules �c�v� connected directly with the capillary net-
work and originating from the vein v. For the sake of sim-
plicity, the terms “arteriole” and “venule” will be used to
refer to such smallest arteries and veins connected directly
with the capillary network, whereas the terms “artery” and
“vein” will be corresponded to the other vessels of arterial
and venous beds. Expression �6� gives us the mean value of
the activator concentration in the domain Qv=�c�vQc com-
posed of all the elementary domains �introduced in the Intro-
duction� whose venules originate from the vein v. It should
be noted that the given aspect of the model at hand actually
replicates one to one the previous constructions �4� just re-
placing the blood temperature with the activator concentra-
tion.

B. Description of individual vessel response

The mathematical model of the vessel response assumes
the receptors located in the vein walls to detect the presence
of activators in the blood going through the corresponding
veins by measuring their concentration �v. Via the commu-
nication between the artery and vein of one countercurrent
pair the receptor signal is transmitted to the artery, causing
its dilation or contraction to the degree determined by the
value �v. The higher the concentration, the stronger the ar-
tery dilation should be. The effect of artery reaction will be
measured in the dependence of its hydrodynamic resistance
R on the activator concentration � in the coupled vein.

When one of the tissue parameters characterizing its inner
environment comes close to the boundary of the tolerance
zone, the tissue cells should generate activators to signalize
the system about the critical state, causing the blood flow
rate to grow. For example, when the tissue temperature T
deviates from the normal value Ta=36.6 °C and gets the
boundary �T�45 °C, the blood flow rate has to increase
essentially to prevent the further temperature growth. Let us
use the symbol � to denote the concentration of activators
matching such critical situations. In other words, � specifies
the threshold in the individual artery response; when the ac-
tivator concentration in the coupled vein attains the value �,
the artery has to dilate maximally. The general form of the
adopted dependence of the artery resistance R to blood flow
through it on the activator concentration � in the coupled
vein is depicted in Fig. 6 by solid line; the ideal dependence
is shown by dotted line. Below as well as in Fig. 6 the
activator concentration is measured in the dimensionless
units, �=� /�. Figure 6 also justifies the equality of the re-
action thresholds of individual vessels and the vascular net-
work as a whole in the approximation of ideal vessel behav-
ior; it was just declared in the Introduction. This figure in its
inset depicts the corresponding dependence of the blood per-
fusion rate on the activator concentration following from ex-
pression �2� within the replacement

�

�
=

T − Ta

�T − Ta
. �7�

So, in fact, within this approximation the vessel resistance
and the blood perfusion rate exhibit strong variations when
the value � comes close to the same threshold ��=1.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Illustration of the information self-
processing caused by mass conservation in the blood flow through
the venous bed.
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In contrast to the mechanism of information self-
processing, it is only seems that the proposed models for the
individual vessel response and the previous one are equiva-
lent within replacement �7�. According to the results to be
obtained for vessels with nonideal behavior even if their in-
dividual resistance can drop by ten times the resulting in-
crease in the blood perfusion rate is not sufficient to affect
substantially heat transfer in living tissue when the tissue
temperature T gets its tolerance boundary, T=�T. To inten-
sify blood perfusion essentially the tissue temperature T
should exceed the tolerance boundary remarkably, if the ves-
sel behavior were described by the given model within re-
placement �7�. Namely, in this case the estimate �T
−Ta� / ��T−Ta�	2 should hold, giving us the value T
=53 °C, which cannot take place in the reality. Therefore,
coming close to the tolerance boundary �T, the tissue tem-
perature is able only to intensify the generation of activators
which being accumulated in the cellular tissue cause the vas-
cular network to respond.

IV. MODEL OF LIVING TISSUE

The model for the living tissue response to local pertur-
bations consists of three units for the vascular network archi-
tecture, the regularities governing blood flow redistribution,
and the description of individual vessel behavior.

A. Vascular network architecture

The model for the vascular network architecture assumes
the following. First, the arterial and venous beds are indi-
vidually of the tree form �45�. Second, the branching of ves-
sels is symmetrical, i.e., at the branching points of the arte-
rial bed the radii and lengths of daughter arteries are the
same as well as are the angles formed by the daughter arter-
ies with their mother artery. A similar statement holds also
for the points of the vein merging. Third, the vessels of each
level are distributed uniformly in the living tissue domain.
This domain is considered to be a square or cube �46�.

The first and second assumptions enable us to introduce
the vessel hierarchy and to order all the arteries and veins

according to their position in the hierarchical structure. The
arteries and veins reachable from the root artery or vein by
passing the same number of the branching points �without
return� belong to one level of the hierarchy. All the arteries or
veins of one level are identical in properties. In what follows
the root vessel will be labeled with index n=0, the vessels of
the next level are labeled with index n=1, and so on. The
third assumptions allows us to specify the vessel arrange-
ment in the living tissue domain using a self-similar embed-
ding of the vessels. For example, the length of daughter ar-
teries ln+1 is related to the length ln of the mother artery by
the ratio ln / ln+1= f taking the same value f for all the levels.
Rigorously speaking, this relationship holds only for the
transitions between two or three successive levels for two-
dimensional �2D� and three-dimensional �3D� models. How-
ever, in order to not overload description we will use this
statement where it does not lead to misunderstanding. In par-
ticular, for the 2D and 3D cases we set f2D=
2 and f3D
=
32, respectively. Figure 7 depicts the characteristic frag-
ment of the vascular network that illustrates the embedding
of vessels into the living tissue domain adopted in the
present model. The total number of the hierarchy levels �not
counting the root vessels� is divisible by 2 or 3 in 2D or 3D
cases.

Besides, for the sake of simplicity, the arterial and venous
beds are assumed to be the mirror images of each other with
respect to all the properties, including the vessel response.
This artificial assumption just simplifies the description of
the vascular network response to perturbations in the tissue
homeostasis. Indeed, the vascular resistance of the real
venous beds is small in comparison with that of the arterial
beds. Therefore, for a vascular network made up of the coun-
tercurrent artery-vein pairs the blood flow patterns of the
arterial and venous beds should be the mirror images of each
other at least approximately. So the latter assumption simply
mimics this situation and enables us to speak only about
veins and their dilation or contraction in the response to
variations in the activator concentration in blood flow
through a given vein. Naturally, in order to get the right
values of the blood flow rates in this model we have to in-
crease the blood pressure drop across the vascular network
twice or, what is the same, to fix formally the pressure inside
the cellular tissue equal to the initial pressure at the entrance
to the root artery. Figure 8 illustrates the adopted model for
the venous bed as well as the mechanism of its response to
the variations in the activator concentration in the cellular
tissue.

FIG. 6. The resistance of an artery to blood flow through it vs
the concentration of activators in the coupled vein. The approxima-
tion of the ideal vessel response assumes this dependence to be of
the shown linear form and the resulting dependence of the blood
perfusion rate on the local value of activator concentration in the
cellular tissue is shown in the inset.

FIG. 7. Dichotomic model of the vessel tree and its characteris-
tic fragments of the embedding into 2D and 3D domains.
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B. Governing equations for blood flow distribution

The blood flow distribution over the vein network �v�
�Fig. 8� is described as follows. First, to every vein v we
ascribe the blood flow rate Jv and the activator concentration
�v characterizing flow of blood with activators going through
it. The state of this vein is quantified in terms of the vessel
resistance Rn��v� depending on the activator concentration �v
in it, which reflects the vessel response. Here, the function
Rn��� is assumed to be identical for all the vein of one level
n. Second, to every branching point k we ascribe a certain
blood pressure P. Then the blood flow distribution is gov-
erned by the system of equations including Poiseuille’s law
written for every vein v �Fig. 9�,

Pin − Pout = JvRn��v� , �8�

and conservation of blood and activator substance at every
branching point k,

Jin,1 + Jin,2 = Jout, �9�

Jin,1�in,1 + Jin,2�in,2 = Jout�out. �10�

This system of equations should be completed by the
“boundary” conditions specifying the blood pressure at the

entrance to the venules �c� and the exit from the root vein

Pin�c = P, Pout�n=0 = 0, �11�

and the equality of the activator concentration in every
venule c to the concentration of activators in the correspond-
ing elementary domain Qc,

�c = ��rc� , �12�

where, for example, rc is the center point of the domain Qc.
The latter equality assumes the activator distribution in the
cellular tissue to be homogeneous on scales of one elemen-
tary domain and takes into account that blood flow through
capillaries is rather slow and the capillary walls have numer-
ous minute capillary pores permeable to water and other
small molecular substances. This gives rise to local equilib-
rium between blood and the surrounding cellular tissue with
respect to the redistribution of biochemical compounds and
makes the activator concentration a practically uniform field
on scales about the size of elementary domain. In the analy-
sis of the vascular network response the distribution of acti-
vators in the cellular tissue is treated as a given beforehand
field ��r�.

The desired blood perfusion rate ��r� is calculated actu-
ally according to its definition

��rc� =
Jc

Vc
, �13�

where Jc is the blood perfusion rate in the venule c and Vc is
the volume of the elementary domain Qc.

Solving the system of equations �8�–�10� subject to con-
ditions �11� and �12� we can find the blood flow rate in the
venules �c�. The latter together with expression �13� gives us
the desired dependence of the blood perfusion rate ���� on
the field ��r�.

C. Regularities of the vessel response

To complete the developed model we should specify the
dependence of the hydrodynamic resistance Rn��v� of every
vein v on the activator concentration �v in it. According to
the adopted assumptions the value ��=1 �� in dimensional
units� characterizes the critical conditions when one of the
basic tissue parameters comes close to the boundary of tol-
erance zone. To survive the living tissue has to increase es-
sentially the blood perfusion rate, which is implemented via
vessel dilation. Since all the arteries of a microcirculatory
bed contribute equally to its vascular resistance each artery
should exhaust its ability to widen when the activator con-
centration exceeds the threshold ��=1. This allows us to
adopt the following ansatz:

Rn��v� = �n���v� , �14�

where �n is the vessel resistance at �v=0, which depends
only the number of the hierarchy level and ���� is a certain
function universal for all the vessel. Naturally, by definition,
at �=0 the equality ��0�=1 holds and for ��1 the inequal-
ity ����→�lim	1 should be the case.

In fact we can use any particular form of the function
���� that gives us the R��� dependence shown in Fig. 6. This

FIG. 8. �Color online� Vascular network model reduced to the
venous bed and its reaction to the distribution of activators in the
cellular tissue. Here, in particular, Q=Qc designates the elementary
domain related to the venule c.

FIG. 9. The main units of the mathematical description of blood
flow distribution over the vein bed.
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function may contain some additional parameters enabling us
to analyze, for example, the effect of the maximal vessel
dilation on the vascular network response. The following an-
satz:

���� =
�lim + U���

2
+
��lim − U����2

4
+ 2�lim

2 , �15�

where

U��� =
1 − �lim − 2�lim

2

1 − �lim



2 + 1 − 

2 + �2



2 + 1 − 

, �16�

will be used to be specific. Here, the additional numeric pa-
rameter 
 characterizes the linearity of the function ���� in
the region ��1. Our motivations in constructing expression
�15� are presented in Appendix A. Figure 10 visualizes the
given function ���� for various values of its parameters. The
values 
=0 and �lim=0 match the ideal vessel response. In
some sense, ansatz �15� can be justified applying directly to
Fig. 10.

The dependence of the vessel resistance on the hierarchy
level, i.e., the value of �n vs the level number n is con-
structed using the statement about the equality of contribu-
tions to the vascular resistance of arterial beds �Sec. II� from
all the hierarchy levels. In other words, when the activator

concentration is the same at all the points of the cellular
tissue, in particular, ��r�=0, and thus all the vessels of one
level have the same hydrodynamic resistance, the blood pres-
sure drop should be uniformly distributed over the vascular
network. This enables us to write the �n dependence in the
form

�n = �2��n�0, �17�

where the value �0 is related with the root vein and the pa-
rameter ��1 allows us to consider the cases where various
groups of vessels dominate in the blood pressure distribution
over the venous bed. In particular, for ��1 the large veins
contribute mainly to the vascular resistance of the vein bed,
whereas, in the opposite case, �1, the small veins are
dominating.

V. RESULTS

The blood flow redistribution governed by Eqs. �8�–�10�
subject to conditions �11� and �12� was studied numerically
using the algorithm described in Appendix B. Variations in
the blood flow rate at every vein v as well as in the blood
perfusion rate are analyzed in units of the corresponding
quantities, In or �0, matching the absence of the activators,
��r�=0. These units allow us to reduce the number of the
system parameters; only the total number of levels N, the
parameter � measuring the relative contribution from the
large and small vessels to the vascular network resistance,
and the parameters 
 and �lim of the individual vessel re-
sponse are essential.

The given section presents the results for the 2D system
when the activator concentration ��r� differs from zero in-
side m first elementary domains located at one of the square
corners, namely,

��r� = �� , r � Q� ª �1�i�mQi

0, r � Q�.
 �18�

Figure 11 illustrates the analyzed case and shows the intro-
duced ordering of the venules with index i. The elementary
domains are also labeled with the index i of the correspond-
ing venule.

Figure 12 presents the obtained results. The first column
�Figs. 12�a�–12�c�� exhibits the dependence of the blood per-
fusion rate ���� on the activator concentration � at the same
point �through the same elementary domain� of living tissue.
In obtaining these results activators were assumed to be lo-
cated only in the first elementary domain Q1 �m=1, except
for the case shown in Fig. 12�c�� and the number of the
hierarchy levels was set equal to N=6 �but the case shown in
the left middle frame�. It meets tenfold decrease in the ves-
sels length when passing from the root vessel to the smallest
arterioles or venules.

Figure 12�a� depicts three curves corresponding to differ-
ent values of the parameter �. When the activator concentra-
tion in the domain Q1 gets the threshold ��=1 of the indi-
vidual vessel response the venule joined with this domain
exhausts its capacity to widen. However, it is not enough for
the blood flow rate to grow substantially. Indeed, the contri-

FIG. 10. The vessel response function ���� specified by ansatz
�15� for various values of its parameters. The upper fragment ex-
hibits this function for �lim=0.1 and 
=0.5,1.0,10.0. The lower
one does it for �lim=0.1,0.2,0.3 when the fixed value is 
=0.5.
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bution of this venule to the vascular resistance is small even
along the path P� leading from the root vessel to the domain
Q1 on the vein tree �Fig. 11�. So many veins along this path
have to dilate in order for the blood perfusion rate to grow
essentially in Q1. However, the larger a vein, the larger the
tissue region drained through this vein as a whole and its size
increases exponentially with the number of branching points
separating the venule v1 and the given vein along P�. As a
result when the activator concentration in the domain Q1 is
about ��=1 the activator concentration in relatively large
veins on the path P� turns out to be rather small and these
vessels cannot widen remarkably. Thereby the blood flow
rate cannot also exhibit substantial increase �Fig. 12�. As the
activator concentration grows further the induced increase in
the activator concentration along the path P� gets the critical
value ��=1 in larger and larger veins, causing the growth of
the blood perfusion rate in the domain Q1. When the main
part of the veins belonging to P� widen to the maximum the
blood perfusion rate comes to the upper limit �max.

The maximum �max of the blood perfusion rate depends
on the system parameter, in particular, on �. As it will be
demonstrated below practically all the additional amount of
blood entering the system due to the vessel dilation is di-
rected to the domain Q1. So the higher the contribution of
large veins, the higher the upper limit of the blood perfusion
rate. These speculations are justified well in Fig. 12�a�. Be-
cause of this blood flow focusing along the path P� the upper
limit �max of the blood perfusion rate can exceed substan-
tially the value 1 /�lim, which would be attained if the total
blood pressure drop had fallen just on the last vessel supply-
ing the region Q1 with blood.

A similar effect should be expected for the dependence of
the blood perfusion rate on the number of hierarchy levels.
The higher this number, the larger the upper limit �max of the
blood perfusion rate, which is demonstrated directly in Fig.
12�b�. When the region of living tissue where activators are

located becomes larger it effectively renormalizes the size of
elementary domains and decreases the number of hierarchy
levels. So the value of �max has to drop with m increasing.
The latter behavior is demonstrated in Fig. 12�c�, in particu-
lar, the value �max goes down to �lim when activators spread
over the whole region of the microcirculatory bed.

The obtained results demonstrate us also the fact that
when the vessel behavior is not ideal the threshold �th in the
vascular network response as a whole does not coincide with
the critical value ��=1 of the individual vessel reaction and
can exceed it remarkably. We have treated the threshold �th
as the value of � at which the blood perfusion rate attains one
half of its upper limit. Then this fact is clearly visible in Fig.
12�a� and, for example, the estimate �th�2 holds for the case
shown by curve 1. Naturally, the threshold �th depends also
on the parameters of the vascular network but not only on the
characteristics of individual vessel behavior.

The shown curves enable us to assume that due to the
hierarchical structure of the vascular network there is a cer-
tain function ��� �� ,
� depending only on the parameters of
individual vessel behavior, which describes the increase in
the blood perfusion rate with the growth of the activator
concentration until the latter becomes greater then the thresh-
old �th. The other characteristics of the vascular network and
the distribution of activators over the cellular tissue, roughly
speaking, affect only the upper limit �max of blood perfusion
rate.

The right column �Figs. 12�d�–12�f�� depicts the distribu-
tion of the blood flow rates over the venules. Comparing the
data shown hear and that of the left column we can declare
that the main increase in the blood perfusion rate is located
in the region of living tissue containing activators. Exactly
these data enable us to assume that the additional amount of
blood flow has to be directed mainly along the path P�.
However, the question about the interference of blood
streams induced by distant regions of living tissue requires
an individual investigation. Nevertheless, when the living tis-
sue is excited only in one domain its response can be treated
as quasilocal. We have used the term “quasilocal” because
this response also depends on the size of the excited domain
and contains a certain component describing small variations
in the blood perfusion rate at distant points.

As the nonlocal component of the ���� functional is con-
cerned, Figs. 12�d�–12�f� demonstrate us that depending on
the relation between the activator concentration � in the el-
ementary domain Q1 and the vascular network threshold �th
it changes its form. When ���th the increase in the blood
flow rate through Q1 is caused by the blood flow decrease
through the other elementary domains. In this case the re-
quired growth of the blood perfusion rate is due to the redis-
tributed of blood flow over the vascular network without
additional amount of blood entering the microcirculatory
bed. Since the number of the surrounding domains is rather
large the decrease in the blood perfusion rate outside the
excited region is not essential. When ���th the increase in
the blood perfusion rate is mainly caused by the additional
portion of blood entering the microcirculatory bed. There-
fore, the blood perfusion rate is increased in the surrounding
domains also.

The resulting distribution of the blood perfusion rate in
living tissue is shown in Fig. 11 �right fragment� for the 2D

FIG. 11. �Color online� Example of the systems analyzed nu-
merically. The region with a nonzero value of the activator concen-
tration � is shadowed and the ordering of the venules is illustrated
for the system with the number of the hierarchy levels equal to N
=6. The right fragment visualizes the blood flow distribution in the
domain of microcirculation bed based on the data obtained numeri-
cally and presented in Fig. 12.
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model. As seen the distribution can be rather heterogeneous
because the elementary domains neighboring in the physical
space can be supplied with blood through the veins �and
arterioles� belonging to substantially different branches. If
activators are located in another elementary domain the
found distribution will also describe this case after a simple
reordering of the vessels, whereas in the physical space the
blood perfusion pattern can become more heterogeneous
than the shown one. The heterogeneity of the blood perfusion
rate is caused by the presence of two topologies in the sys-
tem: one is related to physical space and the other corre-
sponds to the vascular network architecture.

VI. CONCLUSION AND REMARKS

The paper develops a model for the living tissue as an
example of natural complex systems with active behavior.
The necessity for such systems to keep their parameters
within tolerance zone makes their self-regulation crucial. The
absence of local controlling centers in individual organs of
the human body poses a question about the mechanism of
self-regulation by which the required amount of oxygen and
nutrients is delivered to the tissue cell where it is necessary
and the equilibrium at the other points is not disturbed.

Keeping in mind the previous papers devoted to this prob-
lem �3–5� we have developed a model for a microcirculation

FIG. 12. Results of numerical analysis. Blood perfusion rate � �in units of �0� vs the concentration of activators in the same elementary
domain Q1 �left column� and the distribution of the blood flow rates �in units of IN� over the venules, i.e., over the vessels of the last
hierarchy level �right column�. In obtaining these results the parameters 
=1.0 and �lim=0.1 were used; the used values of the other
parameters are shown in the figure.
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bed �a unit of regional circulation� embedded in 2D and 3D
domains of cellular tissue in the self-filling manner. The cells
of the tissue continuously require oxygen and various nutri-
ent substances, and the products of their live activity, for
example, carbon dioxide, should be withdrawn. When the
intensity of cell activity grows the supply of these com-
pounds has to be increased. Exactly this function of the vas-
cular network is under investigation. We have assumed that
the necessity for the increased blood supply is signalized by
cells via the release of some activators, special biochemical
compound.

The artery and vein networks are considered to be of the
tree form made up of the artery-vein countercurrent pairs.
Activators produced by cellular tissue are withdrawn by
blood flow leaving the system via the venous bed. The con-
sidered mechanism of living tissue self-regulation is based
on two effects. The first one is conservation of blood flow
and the amount of activators at the branching points of the
vein network. It gives rise to the information self-processing,
which is necessary for vessels to respond individually in an
adequate way. The hydrodynamic resistance of arteries is de-
termined by the concentration of activators in the blood flow
going through the vein forming with a given artery a coun-
tercurrent pair. For the sake of simplicity this model is re-
duced to the description of the venous bed only. The depen-
dence of the vessel resistance on the activator concentration
is constructed in a rather general way and deviates substan-
tially from the ideal form analyzed previously �3–5�.

The following results have been obtained. First, it is
shown that the threshold �th in the vascular network re-
sponse to variations in the activator concentration as a whole
can differ essentially from the critical value � of the indi-
vidual vessel response and is determined not only by the
parameters of the vessel behavior but also by the character-
istics of the vascular network architecture.

Second, due the hierarchical structure of the vascular net-
work the dependence of the blood perfusion rate on the ac-
tivator concentration in the cellular tissue is quasilocal. This
means that the blood perfusion rate ���� depends mainly on
the activator concentration � taken at the same point of the
living tissue. The prefix “quasi” takes into account that this
dependence is affected also by the size of the excited living
tissue region. The results of numerical simulation have dem-
onstrated the fact that the ���� dependence is of a certain
universal form determined only by the properties of the in-
dividual vessel response for not too high values of the acti-
vator concentration, ���, and only the upper limit �max of
the blood perfusion rate is affected by the characteristics of
the vascular network architecture and the size of the excited
region. It should be reminded that the blood perfusion rate
under the normal conditions is treated as a known value. This
found quasilocality is explained by the fact that the main part
of additional amount of blood going through the system is
focused along a path on the vascular network connecting the
excited region and the root vessels.

Third, due to the presence of two topologies in living
tissue, the point proximity in the physical space and the ves-
sel proximity with respect to their position in the vascular
network, the nonlocal component of the functional ���� de-
pendence can be rather heterogeneous in space because

neighboring points of living tissue can be supplied with
blood by vessels belonging to vessel branches distant from
each other in the vascular network architecture.

A. Bioheat transfer problem

To demonstrate the relation of the obtained results to the
mathematical description of mass and heat propagation in
living tissue as an active medium, let us present a model
governing the temperature distribution in living tissue heated
locally by some external sources qT�r�, which allows for the
tissue thermoregulation processes.

As noted in Sec. I mass and heat propagation in living
tissue is governed by diffusion through the cellular tissue and
the blood perfusion playing the role of effective sink with
intensity proportional to �. Then using the developed model
for the tissue response the governing equations for the tem-
perature distribution can be written as follows:

�T

�t
= DT�2T − fT��T − Ta� + q , �19�

��

�t
= D��

2� − f��� + g�T� . �20�

Here, DT and D� are the temperature and activator diffusivi-
ties, the coefficients 0� fT , f��1 take into account the heat
and mass exchange between arterial and venous blood going
through countercurrent artery-vein pairs �47,48� and speci-
fied by the vascular network architecture �4�, the functional

� = ���� �21�

describes the living tissue response studied in the present
paper, and g�T� is the dimensionless rate of activator genera-
tion. It should be a strongly increasing function as the tissue
temperature comes close to the tolerance boundary �T.

The system of equations �19� and �20� together with rela-
tionship �21� forms a desired model of bioheat transfer in
living tissue with thermoregulation. The living tissue re-
sponse is described by expression �21� within the quasista-
tionary approximation because it is the diffusion through the
cellular tissue that limits transient processes in such transport
phenomena �4�. The stated model can be also justified ap-
pealing to a more detailed description of bioheat transfer
problem; see, e.g., reviews �49,50� as well as monograph �4�
applying the random walk technique to modeling heat trans-
fer in living tissue where blood flow through vessels forms a
fractal network of fast transport paths.

It should be noted that the developed model for the tissue
response appeals to the accumulation of the activators in the
cellular tissue due to their generation by cells rather than a
direct response of blood vessels to the temperature. This can
explain the observed delay in the living tissue response to
heating �8�, which is about ten or more minutes, and grows
with the temperature as well as the observed dependence of
the tissue response on the temporal gradients of the tissue
temperature �9�.
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B. Possible generalizations

As possible generalizations of the developed model to
systems of other nature concerned, ecological communities
and some economical systems should be mentioned. Eco-
logical communities comprising many species continue to
exist under environmental perturbations due to complex
“predator-prey” relationships maintaining their structure. In
particular, in microbial communities predator microorgan-
isms act as regulators to correct microbial imbalances and
restore the balanced environment �51�; density-dependent
migration sustains the populations of birds, fishes, and in-
sects �52�. Hierarchical organization of ecological communi-
ties is based on trophic food pyramids �53� �see also review
�54��. Their levels are made up of animals comparable in size
and playing much the same role in the prey-predator relation-
ships. The linkages from small organisms generally vary
over smaller scales. Larger animals that dominate these
smaller organisms do so over larger scales. In such systems
variations in species population disturbs locally the prey-
predator equilibrium and the induced self-regulation pro-
cesses should sustain biodiversity �55,56�. Paper �57� pro-
posed a model for an ecological system governed by Lotka-
Volterra dynamics, where active individual behavior of the
elements at each hierarchical level and self-processing of in-
formation enables the system to respond properly to changes
in the environment.

In commodity or product markets based on a certain raw
material agents of various levels form a trade network and
perturbations in the supply-demand equilibrium are damped,
in principle, via the reaction of this trade network as a whole.
In large companies and distributed technology development
the interplay between bottom-up decision making periphery
aimed at the overall goals and top–down-driven hierarchical
organization can be responsible for self-regulation process
�see, e.g., �58,59��. Paper �60� developed a model for self-
regulation of a goods market based on a certain raw material.
One of its key points is, first, the hierarchical self-processing
of the information about the system state that is implemented
via conservation of the raw material and money flow at the
market network. Second, it is the individual response of
firms to disturbance in the local supply-demand equilibrium.
In particular, it has been found that there are special condi-
tions under which the self-regulation is perfect.

In both of the two models it was presumed that the ideal
behavior of elements is crucial for the self-regulation to be
perfect. The results obtained in the present paper enable us
pose a general question as to whether the ideal behavior of
elements is so necessary for the implementation of perfect
self-regulation in active hierarchical systems.
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APPENDIX A: VESSEL RESISTANCE VS ACTIVATOR
CONCENTRATION

In order to construct the function ���� let us apply to the
following speculations. There should be some threshold 


	1 in the receptor ability to detect activators, meaning that
activators cannot be detected if their concentration ��
. So,
to be specific, we suppose that the “signal” u��� generated by
the receptors is related to the activator concentration by the
ansatz

u��� = 
�2 + 
2 − 
 . �A1�

Then the expected relationship between the function ����
quantifying the vessel response and the receptor signal u���
should be of the form shown in Fig. 13. In particular, as u
→� the value �→�lim and at u=u��=1� the vessel dilation
should get such a degree that the value � be about its limit;
we set ��=1=2�lim. The following ansatz:

1 − �lim − 2�lim
2

1 − �lim

u�=1 − u

u�=1
= � −

2�lim
2

� − �lim
�A2�

has been chosen to specify this dependence. The combina-
tion of expressions �A1� and �A2� yields the final ansatz �15�
and �16� for the vessel response function ����.

APPENDIX B: NUMERICAL ALGORITHM

The present appendix describes the numerical algorithm
used in solving Eqs. �8�–�10�. Leaping ahead, we note that
the algorithm to be constructed gives us the rigorous solution
of these equations, naturally within numerical round-off, by
two succeeding iterations: first, from the terminal level n
=N to level n=0 and, then, in the opposite direction.

In addition to veins we consider the collection of vein
branches �Bv�, each of which originates from one of the
veins, v, and contains all its generations �Fig. 14�. The hier-
archy of branches stems directly from the hierarchy of veins
by ordering the branches according to the position of their
root vessels in the vein tree. To every branch Bv we ascribe
the resistance to blood flow through it according to the for-
mula

Zv =
P − Pout�v

Jv
, �B1�

just dividing the blood pressure drop across the branch, i.e.,
P− Pout�v �see Fig. 9� by the blood flow rate Jv at its root vein

FIG. 13. The expected dependence between the vessel dilation
measured in units of �ªR /R�=0 and the receptor signal u���
caused by activators of concentration �.
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vn. To every branch Bv we also ascribe the activator concen-
tration �v in blood flow going through its root vein v.

For the venules �veins of the last level� their branches �Bc�
consist only of these vessels. So their resistances �Zc
=�N���c�� can be found directly using condition �12� and
expression �14�. To pass to the preceding level N−1 we take
into account the interconnection between the branches of the
neighboring levels shown in Fig. 14. Writing Poiseuille’s law
for these branches �see expression �B1�� and taking into ac-
count mass conservation at the branching point �see expres-

sions �9� and �10�� we, at the first step, can find the activator
concentration �12,n in the vein v12,n from the formula

�12,n = � �1,n+1

Z1,n+1
+

�2,n+1

Z2,n+1
�� 1

Z1,n+1
+

1

Z2,n+1
�−1

, �B2�

if the values ��n+1� of activator concentration and the branch
resistances �Zn+1� are know at level �n+1�. Then, at the next
step, we calculate the resistance Z12,n of the branch Bv12,n

from the equality

1

Z12,n − Rn��12,n�
=

1

Z1,n+1
+

1

Z2,n+1
. �B3�

In this way all the characteristics of level �N−1� can be
found using these data of level N and so on up to the root
vein of level 0. After reaching the root vein the total blood
flow rate J0= P /Z0 is found. Then going in the opposite di-
rection we calculate the blood flow rates �J1� at level 1 using
the equality

J1�2�,n+1 = J12,n
1

Z1�2�,n+1
� 1

Z1,n+1
+

1

Z2,n+1
�−1

, �B4�

describing the blood flow split at branching points and so on
until getting the venules. At the final step expression �13�
gives us the desired dependence of the blood perfusion rate
on the distribution of activators in cellular tissue.
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